LOFTS
The loft policy varies by hall and room type. Please refer to the chart opposite for details. Note that all Edgewood
provided furniture must remain in the room, regardless of how residents choose to set it up.
Dominican Single in a suite with no living room
Loft kits will be provided in each room. All furniture must remain in the room. Students utilizing a lofted bed are liable for any
personal injuries that may result.
East Regina, all rooms
Loft kits will be provided in each room. Kits include a guardrail which must be in position if the bed is lofted. All furniture
must remain in the room. Students utilizing a lofted bed are liable for any personal injuries that may result.
Marshall & West Regina single rooms only
If you would like a loft, please keep in mind that all of our beds can be set at a low loft position, which allows for extra
under the bed storage etc. You may want to explore that option before committing to the time and expense of purchasing
and installing a loft.
Residents may install a personal loft brought in from off campus in these rooms only. Personal Loft Criteria (Marshall &
Regina West single rooms only):
· Please note that per Edgewood College policy, Edgewood Staff is not allowed to assist with the building, installation or
adjustment of a personal loft.
· All lofts must be free standing (i.e. they may not rest on or be anchored to any other furniture, walls, or the ceiling).
· Pressure lofts of any kind are NOT permitted. Lofts must be constructed with sturdy materials and heavy bolts.
· A minimum of two cross-bracing bars must be provided on both ends and the back.
· Maximum height allowed is 6 feet tall, measured from the top of the top piece of the frame.
· The width and breadth dimensions of the loft may not exceed the size of the bed (i.e. the mattress should fit precisely).
The mattresses are 36” by 80”.
· Contact your Resident Assistant after you have moved in to arrange an inspection appointment. Lofts not meeting the
policy criteria will have to be removed. Students installing a loft in these rooms are liable for any personal or room
injuries or damage that result from the loft.
Note that all furniture that is in the room when you move in must remain in the room, including the existing bed ends,
mattress and mattress platform.
All other rooms
Students living in all other rooms are not permitted to install a personal loft nor does the college provide a loft kit for those
rooms. Also note that all of our beds can be set at a low loft position, which allows for extra under the bed storage etc.
Beds in double and triple rooms are also bunkable.

